Early and late cognitive changes following temporal lobe surgery for epilepsy.
To evaluate early and late postoperative cognitive changes in adult patients who had a standardized temporal lobe resection for control of intractable complex partial seizures and to relate quality of life measures at the long-term follow-up to seizure control and a verbal memory skill. Patients in this longitudinal study had intractable epilepsy and had cognitive tests at the initial surgical evaluation, 1 year later, and at a long-term follow-up (at least >9 years later). Mean follow-up was 12.8 years. Participants were 44 patients who had an en bloc left (LTL) or right (RTL) temporal lobe resection and 8 nonsurgical patients with epilepsy. Patients with LTL surgery showed selective early decreases in verbal memory. At the long-term follow-up, further decreases in verbal memory and visual memory scores were seen for all patient groups. In general, the nonmemory scores remained stable over time. LTL surgery and initial high scores were predictors of verbal memory decreases seen at the early follow-up. Late memory declines were predicted by higher 1-year scores. LTL surgery was an additional predictor of late decline on a verbal memory task sensitive to the integrity of the left hippocampus. Higher quality of life scores of patients at the long-term follow-up were associated with both better seizure control and a higher everyday verbal memory skill: prose recall. Surgery-induced verbal memory deficits following LTL surgery continue 13 years after surgery. Late, possibly age-related, declines in multiple memory scores are seen in patients with temporal lobe surgery and nonsurgical patients with epilepsy. Patients with LTL surgery may be at risk for a more rapid decline in selective verbal memory skills. Evaluations of treatments for intractable epilepsy that compromise memory functions should consider the further quality of life impact of late age-related memory declines.